Single snapshot of optical properties image quality improvement using anisotropic two-dimensional windows filtering.
Imaging methods permitting real-time, wide-field, and quantitative optical mapping of biological tissue properties offer an unprecedented range of applications for clinical use. Following the development of spatial frequency domain imaging, we introduce a real-time demodulation method called single snapshot of optical properties (SSOPs). However, since this method uses only a single image to generate absorption and reduced scattering maps, it was limited by a degraded image quality resulting in artifacts that diminished its potential for clinical use. We present filtering strategies for improving the image quality of optical properties maps obtained using SSOPs. We investigate the effect of anisotropic two-dimensional filtering strategies for spatial frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 mm - 1 directly onto N = 10 hands. Both accuracy and image quality of the optical properties are quantified in comparison with standard, multiple image acquisitions in the spatial frequency domain. Overall, using optimized filters, mean errors in predicting optical properties using SSOP remain under 8.8% in absorption and 7.5% in reduced scattering, while significantly improving image quality. Overall this work contributes to advance real-time, wide-field, and quantitative diffuse optical imaging toward clinical evaluation.